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The mission of the Carolina Traditional Archers is the preservation and promotion
of the ancient art of traditional archery through club activities and educational interactions with others. Members will adhere to the highest ethical standards in
their support, practice, promotion and preservation of traditional archery and bow
hunting. The Carolina Traditional Archers support sound wildlife management principles and seek opportunities to aid conservation efforts.
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Letter from
the President

Members and friends of CTA,

We have spent nearly nine months in our new club facilities at 6072 Timber Ridge Road, Conover, NC and I
am glad to report that our club house and range are still benefiting from improvements each month. Our
new roof proved its worth for our October shoot as we convened indoors for the first time. Heavy rain off
and on would have made a miserable outdoor event, but our dry clubhouse was a treat to have at our disposal. Even though we have adequate parking and a nice new metal roof over our heads, there is still much
to be done to reach the potential of our property.
I have had discussions with members in the club, who in concert with me, envision a facility that we can be
truly proud of and will provide us a venue to continue promoting and enjoying traditional archery. The realization of that whole dream is a few years off, but we’re certainly off to a good start. A couple of members
built our fire ring recently but the weather kept us from “christening” it during the October shoot. Another member, his son and their Boy Scout troop want to take on the project of building benches, bow racks
and water stations out on the range. Members keep stepping up to offer their skills, time and resources to
help our dream become fully realized…….and it’s exciting to see it happening. We have had visitors and
potential new members at nearly every shoot this year. That is very encouraging too. Many thanks to our
members who participate, donate and promote CTA. You are the force that will make our dreams a reality
and help in “Keeping the Tradition Alive”.
So, where do we go from here? We need a new ceiling inside, new doors and windows, heat in the building, drainage from behind the building, a storage building for all our targets, a shed roof on the south side of
the building, a tree stand on the range and still lots of old batts to clean up off the range. There is a long “to
do” list and it seems to keep growing. Each item we can check off the list makes our club more functional
and aesthetically pleasing. ALL of us have skills, talents and resources that can help make this club a source
of pride…….not only for our facilities, but for the good we have done for our youth and environment in
promoting and sharing the many lessons that traditional archery has to teach. If you haven’t stepped forward with your ideas, talents or resources, talk to one of us on the leadership team and let us know how
you can help.

Drew Sumrell
President

From the Editor…..
First of all, I would to apologize for the lateness of this issue. As you will see, this issue has quite
a few more stories than in the past. Many thanks to our contributors.
After a few discussions, there has been a renewed emphasis on the newsletter. Some have offered to ensure we have articles, but it would be great to have articles or pictures from several
of you. Our goal is to have the newsletter ready on January, April, July and October 1. It would
be appreciated if all submissions could be sent by December, March, June and September 15.
Thanks,
Martin Seeley
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Events

January 3 — Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
February 7— Herb Reynolds Memorial Shoot, 9am-3pm, Conover
March 7 — Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Conover

April 4 — Club Shoot—Traditional Skills Weekend, 9am-3pm, Conover
May 2 —Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Conover
June 6 — Club Shoot—Kid’s Day, 9am-3pm, Conover
July 4 — Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Conover
August 1 —Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Conover
September 5 —Club Shoot—Whitetail Warmup, 9am-3pm, Conover

October 3— Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Conover
November 7 — Club Shoot—Traditional Skills Weekend, 9am—3pm
December 5 —Club Shoot, 9am-3pm

Member Shots

Recent work on the clubhouse…..

About our Club Shoots
Our monthly Club Shoots are loads of fun! If you like traditional archery, or
even if you’re just curious as to what traditional archery is all about, you
owe it to yourself to check us out. It’s an event the whole family can enjoy.
All club shoots are held the first Saturday of the month at the Carolina Traditional Archers Club in Conover, NC. All shoots run from 9am - 3pm, except in November when we have an evening shoot. We set out twenty 3-D
animal targets. All the foam targets are in the woods, amongst the trees,
which makes for a realistic and very pleasant setting.
Shoots cost $10 for members and $20 for non-members. Meal is included
with the price of admission, and first-time visitors shoot and eat for free!
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Archery Humor

From the Kitchen…….
P u l l e d

V e n i s o n

B B Q

S a n d w i c h

I N G R E D I E N T S






1 venison neck roast
Venison stock
Water
Liquid Smoke

I N S T R U C T I O N S

1. Place the neck roast in the slow cooker. Cover with stock and water until the liquid is about 1 inch over the meat. Add the
2.
3.
4.
5.

liquid smoke.
Set cooker on low and cook for 8 to 12 hours, depending on the size of the roast. The meat is done when it falls apart easily.
Remove meat for cooker. Peel meat from bones. You will have nice strings of meat.
Put in bowl and mix with your favorite BBQ sauce.
Serve on hamburger bun with coleslaw and chips.

OPPORTUNITIES
by Tom McCary

As I finished the last work day at the Carolina Traditional Archers’ newest home I thought about the
great opportunity that befell CTA in acquiring this piece of property. In truth it certainly has proven to
be a diamond in the rough. This once well known archers’ facility has suffered many years of neglect
and abuse. Many more dollars and ‘sweat equity’ will be spent to bring this property around to its former quality archery range that CTA members and guest can enjoy for years to come. That is exactly
what we are striving to create. And it is possible because of a unique opportunity afforded to CTA.
On an individual basis each one of us are afforded many opportunities both large and small. It could be
a new position at work or a new job entirely. It could be a great deal on a vacation for you and your
spouse. If your life is anything like mine that vacation sounds pretty good right about now. So many
things have taken precedence over quality time with my wife and family the past many months. Finishing a certificate program through ECU, a daughter in college, the construction of a new clinic, my son’s
surgery……………………….and it never seems to end. But each of these were opportunities either
for me personally or professionally or for my family. Rest assured, an understanding, tolerant spouse is
a true blessing, a gift. But I digress…………..
While the CTA has been the beneficiary of an opportunity in the acquisition of our new home there
was another opportunity which occurred last summer. I know that the statement ‘Brothers of the
Bow’ is not new to many of CTAs’ membership. We each share in the love and camaraderie of a
taught string, bent limbs, and the feathered shaft. But just how far reaching is this ‘Brotherhood’? Well,
as for CTA it reaches all the way to Spain. For that is exactly from where two individuals, a husband
and wife, traveled and shared an afternoon with members of this club.
Pablo Ruiz Muzquiz and his lovely wife Angela Rivera Campos are a young couple from Madrid who
traveled to the States in August 2014 on vacation. While their travels lead them to the eastern U.S.
they proposed to extend their vacation to North Carolina and specifically to Maiden that they might
visit the Foothills range and if possible, join in the ‘flinging some arrows’. What an opportunity indeed;
that this organization could host fellow archers from across the Atlantic. Pablo explained that he had
visited the clubs’ web site while planning their vacation. He was impressed with the on-line back issues
of our ‘The Whispering Shaft’ newsletter and inquired about the possibility to visit and perhaps even
shoot our range. Their free time would be during the week instead of a weekend. But regardless, the
invitation was to come-on…………………….how could we say no!
Jim and Maggie Vogt graciously agreed to collaborate with me in making this possibility, this opportunity, turn into a reality not only for Pablo and Angela but for us as well as CTA. Throughout the months
of May, June, and July communication between Pablo, Angela, Jim, and myself helped to fine-tune the
plans. Jim and I planned a short 10+ target range and plans were made to provide a traditional NC
BBQ lunch. Maggie of course would make the desert for obvious reasons.

Neither Pablo nor Angela would have equipment so we would ‘try’ to find bows in the appropriate weight range. Pablo stated
that he preferred a bow somewhere in the 40 pound range while Angela would require something lighter. With great effort
(at least that was what he said) Jim was able to find a couple of right-handed bows that he felt would be appropriate for
Pablo. With equally great effort I was able to find one as well just to provide Pablo some choices. Though neither of us
owned a bow light enough for Angela to feel comfortable, CTA has several youth bows that, as it turned out, were very satisfactory for her.
On August 14th I met Jim and Maggie early at Foothills and we set the range with targets which would be typical to this area;
deer, turkey, pigs and bear. While setting the range we reminded ourselves to be sympathetic to our guest as the type and
perhaps density of foliage would most certainly be foreign. This was a new concept for both Jim and I since most of the time
spent setting ranges is in trying to decide how many arrows we should reasonably expect each member to loose or break.
But in the end we decided that ‘less was more’ and did not place targets behind stumps or rocks behind target and so forth.

Around 10:30 Pablo and Angela arrived at the club. I must admit that I was a little nervous as it occurred to me that I don’t
speak Spanish and I was unsure how much our guest spoke souther’n English. It quickly became apparent that communication
would not be a problem. Pablo and Angela were delightfully pleasant and excited that we would take time out of our schedules to be their host. After introductions and simple conversation we let our guest select equipment and spent some time
practicing before hitting the range. Angela admitted that she had not been shooting very long and that she was initially interested in archery as a means to spend more time with Pablo. However, she stated that she had especially enjoyed shooting
and was looking forward to a new bow.
Both she and Pablo she explained are members of their local archery club in Madrid. The club accommodates both traditional and compound archers with the majority of members using modern equipment. Most of the traditional equipment available
is manufactured either in Germany or China. Also, most of the bows are lighter weights (25-40 pounds) than those typically
found on the range here. There is limited hunting available thus less need for bows that are considered ‘hunting weight’ bows
in the 50-60 pound range.
After several minutes on the practice range both Pablo and Angela were eager to hit the range. As we started I was sure that
Jim and Maggie were thinking the same thing that I was: don’t miss wildly and make a complete fool of yourself! I mean it’s
one thing to miss amongst other club members. We’re use to seeing arrows of fellow members flying all over the place. But
not in front of international guest! I mean it would be akin to blowing your nose in front of the Queen of England…………
er’, I mean blowing ones’ nose. But thankfully, most shots from all parties were well placed. An errant arrow now and then
simply allowed for some genuine laughter. I think that Jim and Maggie were equally surprised as was I at how quickly Pablo
and Angela were increasing their accuracy and confidence on the range. Perhaps Jim and I should have made it more challenging.
Pablo was drawn to a Bear bow that Jim had brought and indicated that he had been considering purchasing such a bow. He
was really pleased with the look and feel of the bow and as mentioned earlier, he was shooting very well with this borrowed
equipment. Angela was not to be outdone. I know that more than once Jim and I looked at one another as she drilled targets
with the little PSE bow and Goldtip arrows owned by the club. Both she and Pablo accepted the praise offered by Jim, Maggie,
and myself most graciously. If they had only known how infrequently and unnatural it is that Jim and I offered praise about
someone’s shooting they would have been more pleased I am certain. I was even shocked about it myself and I guess all that I
can offer as an excuse is that Jim and I must have been caught up in the moment. Sorry.

After a round filled with joking, laughter, and comparisons between archery here and in Madrid
we settled down to a wonderful meal described earlier. I am not sure that either of our guest
fully understood what slaw was but they politely tasted all that had been prepared and even
went back for a few seconds………………………..of Maggie’s desert. Following lunch time
was spent conversing about general subjects from hunting in the states to healthcare issues in
Spain. Both Pablo and Angela are in engineering though Angela had taken a break from her career at the time of their visit. We continued our conversations until it was time for our guest
to leave. Before leaving Angela presented to us a trophy made especially for our club. The inscription reads ‘Arqueros de Madrid…………….Good Archery and Fellowship’. I look forward
to the time that the club house refurbished and this wonderful gift can be displayed to remind
us of a day in August 2014 when we were presented with an opportunity.

Warrior Creek Hunt
For those club members who didn't take advantage of the W. Kerr Scott Reservoir club hunt this year, you
missed an excellent opportunity. We didn't bring any venison home but encountered 29 deer and two
bears. Quite a weekend in some beautiful country and the finest of camping facilities......running water and
electrical outlets at every campsite. Between the camaraderie, the first class facilities and the exceptional
weather, it was a fine outing.
Jeff Holchin had the two bears come by his tree stand within bow range but he didn't know whether or not it
was legal to shoot them in the park, so he passed. We saw plenty of deer but just couldn't get the
shots. Those of us there really had a good time and are already talking about next year's hunt. We need to
get more members involved. It's a huge area and could easily handle 15 or 20 hunters.
This year's hunters included Jeff and Daniel Holchin, Darrel Brown, Allen Wagner, Ken Ward, Jim Jordan
and Drew Sumrell. Although we did a lot of scouting and learned a lot more about the area, we didn't begin
to cover it all. Start making plans for 2016. We're going to harvest some venison from Warrior Creek next
year. It is fine hunting indeed and we are
fortunate to have the opportunity.

Marley’s Ford Wildlife Management Area—
CTA Still helping our Wildlife
For a number of years, CTA has been working in conjunction with the management at W.
Kerr Scott Reservoir to help provide seeds and labor to plant the wildlife food plots around
the lake. Even though its been difficult to provide manpower for these kinds of projects
this year with our club property restoration, the club did provide seeds to replant the
Marley's Ford Wildlife Management Area. CTA provided seeds for winter wheat, chicory
and red and white clover and W. Kerr Scott provided the manpower and equipment to disc
and replant this five acre tract in late September.
The timing was good with the recent rains and the young plants are thriving. This food plot will certainly help
the area wildlife through the winter and CTA is proud to continue our support. If you are interested in getting
involved with this type of project, let a club officer know. There is always work that needs our help and support to improve our natural world.

Photos from the Past…..

Interesting how times have changed and how this ad would no longer be viewed as appropriate.
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Methods to stay connected….
Check out our club website when you get a
chance!

www.theCTA.org

Tweets by @CarolinaArchers

Join our Facebook Page:
Carolina Traditional Archers

